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In 2016, we made the most of a larger employees team to create new partnerships and
tours.



A lot of projects...

DEVELOPMENT
Partnership in Thailand

2016 Key Dates
January

Véronique, Aneesh and Nirbhay
identified the new tour in Kerala.
Continuous training session of MJVS
actors

February

Aneesh and Pierre went to Thailand
for a new partnership development

March

Training session concerning interculturality for young people group
leaders

June

Sandy and Véronique went to Brazil
in order to meet the Landless Movement.

Ekta Parishad offered us to develop a rural tourism project in Thailand. In order to meet potential partners Pierre
(secretary of Tamadi) and Aneesh (Ekta Parishad manager)
went to Bangkok in February 2016. A farmer organisation
of north Thailand NPF showed its interest to join Tamadi’s network. We created two tours in the north-west part
of the country with them. On this project, NPF work in
partnership with Karen communities that struggle to preserve their lands and lifestyle. Sandy and Véronique went
to Thailand in September to identify the tour and animate
a training sessions for the actors of the project alongside
with NPF.

General Assembly of Tamadi and
meeting of partners in Belgium.
Atlernatives Paysannes tour in Belgium.
The end of Marjorie’s volunteering.
September

Achievement of a new tour in
Thailand with NPF et training session for the actors

October

“Alternatives Paysannes” day in
Nantes
Arrival of Eve as a civic service volunteer until June 2017

November

December

Year 2016

Training session for Brasilians and
identification of the new tour with
the MST
Arrival of Jean-Victor under a subsidised contract.

Training in Thaïland - September 2016

Partnership in Brazil
Sandy and Véronique went to Sao Paulo in 2016 to meet
leaders of the LM (Landless Movement) International hub.
The purpose of the first two days was to meet each other
and exchange. Then they all went to the region chosen
by the LM to develop a first tour: the Céara region at the
north-east of the country.
At the end of November Jeova (LM tourism coordinator)
Sandy and Véronique put in place a theoretical training
session for young people that will guide groups. During the
seconde week they all went through willages to present the
project to families and identify the tour.
The result: a complete and intense training session! A tour
that will be rich in shared emotions.
Projects presentation within the assentamentos - December 2016

The partnership with Accueil Paysan will be strengthened for the development of a new concept “Vélo
déPaysant”
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Partnership with Accueil Paysan
“Vélo Dépaysant” tour in Loire-Atlantique

NETWORK MEMBERS
MATOR (MADAGASCAR)
Verou the coordinator of Mator project had serious health
issues. She is recovering step by step. Henintsoa took over
the project coordination at the beginning of 2017.

We created bicycle tours through farms with Accueil Paysan
44 around our lovely Nantes region! A long and intense team
work. A tour of five days and one of seven are suggested.
The first tours are expected for summer 2017. Human involvment and material investment are significant. We hope
that this new offer will seduce a lot of bicycle fans.

Tamadi revenue

53 354 €

54 810 €

71 021 €

Mator revenue

38 324 €

38 284 €

50 552 €

“Alternatives Paysannes” tours

Local organisations support

1 779 €

1 454 €

1 561 €

National organisation support

3 511 €

4 598 €

5 909 €

Three “Alternatives Paysannes” tours have been organised
for 2016: in Belgium with Ateliers Paysans Artisans (June),
in Turkey with Bogatepe Cev Der (August) and in France
with Accueil Paysan and Tamadi volunteers of Nantes (October).
It was mainly network members that took part in the second Belgian tour that was prepared by our friends of Atelers Paysans Artisans.
The Turkish tour couldn’t take place due to none registration.
The 5th of October 2016 we organised a “Alternatives
Paysannes” day in Nantes. A real success has we counted
25 participants, a beautiful sun and enriching meetings.
Thanks to the volunteers for their involvment!

MADAGASCAR
Number of travellers

2014

2015

2016

48

57

66

11

12

904

935

1171

Number of groups
Number of days

Tours distribution
Customized travel

7

4

4

Mafana Menabe 15D

2

10

15

4

15

19

24

Mafana Menabe 22 D
Hautes Terres et Pangalanes 15D
Hautes Terres et Pangalanes 22D

12
4

8

8

Ylambre 22D

23

12

0

< 18 years-old

0

3

8

18 to 30 years-old

4

17

9

31 to 45 years-old

4

9

8

46 to 60 years-old

21

13

16

> 60 years-old

19

15

25

Age distribution

“2016 went well. We have noticed an increase in terms
of number of travellers. These who took part in tours are
from varied categories (families, young people group, retired people). Tours are well adapted to all of these categories.
Travel conditions have been improved especially concerning transports (more ponctual and comfortable cooperatives). The welcoming of hosts is still warmful.
«Alternatives Paysannes» day in Nantes - October 2016

Youth committee

There is a better understanding of the tour by the travellers thanks to information meetings organised by TAMADI
and MATOR.

Tamadi organised an intercultural training session for young
people groups leaders on the 5th and 6th of March 2016. It
was prepared by Marjorie and animated by Emile, co-president of Tamadi and Eli Ayissa from the Belgium International Civil Service.
The committee works on the development of tours for
young people as well as on associated tools. It is animated
by Eve since October 2016.
One group of young people from Lyon went to Tanzania this
year. A nice experience for them as well as for young people from the hosting country.
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The membership of MATOR within ANTSO RE(1) allowed us to
inform partners and collaborators about the development
system that we put in place through our rural tourism activity. This involvment in ANTSO RE network enable the creation of partnerships between members and encourage exchange of good practices for a more sustainable tourism.
The mutual fund project “SAFAFITA” initiated by MATOR for
the use of its members keep on developing. Medical care
already began.
Finaly, in order to develop the farmer organisation activities, it is essential that we work on improving the infrastructures and the actors capacities. As part of the local
development we also wish to identify the needs of local
farmers organisations in order to stregthen the development of their agricultural activities.» Mator team
(1) Association Nationale du Tourisme Solidaire et Responsable is an as-

sociation born from a brainstorming of Responsible and Sustainable
tourism stakeholders that are conscious of the significance of natural
and cultural Madagascar Heritage.

MJVS (IndIA)
Véronique went to India in January to identify a tour in
Kerala alongside with the MJVS team. They also review the
activity with the project actors.
INDIA

2014

2015

2016

42

67

65

11

12

Number of days

546

1095

1143

Tamadi revenue

37 647 €

64 519 €

75 164 €

Mator revenue

25 667 €

46 228 €

52 909 €

Local organisations support

1 987 €

3 526 €

3 432 €

National organisation support

2 261 €

2 323 €

4 943 €

Number of travellers
Number of groups

Translators and guides are not constantly available. We are
going to strengthen teams.
We met some issues through the management of the tour
that take place in Utttarakhand, mainly due to the large
distance from the MJVS center. As we couldn’t find a permanent solution, we decided to remove the tour from the
offer.
We initiatied a new project in Kerala. At the beginning, we
dealt with some management issues but we resolved most
of them. It was worth it as this region represents a real
potential to develop a fair tourism project.
The solidarity fund has been affected to the development
of economical ressources, infrastructures, the environment
(plantations) within the villages and the organisation of a
training sessions for SHG.
We have noticed a high level of learning and exchanges
within several domains thanks to the tourism project.
The feedback from travelers is very goog for 30%, good for
30%, middle for 30% and bad for 10%.
Today we can count on a team entirely dedicated to the
tourism activity.
For the future we hope that we will be even more creative
and that we will get more time to strengthen the project.”
MJVS team

Tours distribution
Customized travel

6

4

2

Cœur de l’Inde 15J

29

11

4

13

19

7

14

16

7

11

Cœur de l’Inde et Rajasthan 20J
Rajasthan 15J
Rencontres Himalayennes 17J
Kerala 22J

5

Kerala 17J

8

Youth Group

18

Age distribution
< 18 years-old

Nirbhay during the identification of the south tour - January 2016

0

8 Mviwata (TanzaniA)

3

15

0

18 to 30 years-old

19

14

15

31 to 45 years-old

6

7

9

46 to 60 years-old

10

11

16

Number of groups

4

20

25

> 60 years-old

“ In 2016 we organised two meetings with MJVS with guides and translators. The MJVS team went 5 times on the
field to strengthen the SHG (Self Help Group) capacities.
They are in charge of the welcoming of travellers within
the villages.
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TANZANIE

2014

2015

2016

38

43

53

7

9

Number of days

798

753

911

Tamadi revenue

51 031 €

56 057 €

68 007 €

Mator revenue

37 528 €

40 320 €

49 645 €

Local organisations support

1 893 €

1 870 €

1 900 €

National organisation support

3 043 €

1 205 €

3 236 €

Number of travellers

Reserve for 2016

7 321 €
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Tours distribution

Kijiji et Zanzibar 22D

38

Kilimanzibar 15D

23

21

20

17
7

Customized travel

Youth group

8
Age distribution

< 18 years-old

0

11

6

18 to 30 years-old

4

5

16

31 to 45 years-old

4

5

3

46 to 60 years-old

21

15

12

> 60 years-old

19

7

16

Since the creation of the partnership with Mviwata in
2014 the number of travellers choosing this destination is
constantly increasing (38 in 2014, 43 in 2015, 53 in 2016).
« Mviwata worked on two main subjects in 2016: strengthening the skills of hosting families as well as the identification of new itineraries.
Strengthening of skills
Increasing the awareness of actors concerning the spirit of
Tamadi/Mviwata project
Better understanding of hosting families as well as guides
concerning the expectations in terms of cultural activities,
accomodation, food and immersion.
Traveling conditions have evolved over time. The main
challenge for the future is now to find a balance within the
guides team.

BOGATEPE CEV-DER (TURKEY)
Bogatepe welcomed 28 travellers in 2014, 6 in 2015 and
none in 2016. The interest for this destination is strongly
decreasing mainly because of the negative image due to
the current geopolitical context.
However our partner is still strongly involved within Tamadi
network.

AJZ (TUNISIA)
After two years without any travellers, Zammour hosted
two of them in April 2016. A future hope ?! The AJZ is
still associated and involved in exchanges and network
meetings.

TRAVELS
186 travellers have been hosted in all countries in 2016
divided up into 34 groups of which 4 families, 4 companies
committees groups and 1 group of young people.
The travel revenue is 215,292€. We forecasted a revenue of
228,113€ for 2016.

THE MEMBERSHIPS

New routes
In order to reduce the distance for travellers and enhance
even more the tours attractivity the Mviwata team worked on new itineraries for 2017 (See 2017-2018 tours).»
Mviwata team
Because of their work, their thorough management and the
current involvment for the destination there are good evolution perspectives for this project.

2015 2016

Associated family member

13

9

Associated member

97

127

Active member

18

45

Active member Travel Organisation

7

6

Active member Legal Entity

5

2

Active member reduced

3

12

143

201

TOTAL

VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers teams have been strengthened. It is Chantal
who coordinates with success the Belgian hub. They take
part in events, organise information meetings, coordinated
the General Assembly of 2016 and work also on awareness
within schools.
In Nantes the volunteers team builded up around the organisation of the “Alternatives Paysannes” days. They showed
a wish to diversified their actions. Then, it is forecasted
to organise a meeting at the beginning of 2017 in order to
brainstorm about their involvment.
Michael, the mviwata coordinator, on the field

Thanks you to all of you for your support, your creativity
and your availability.
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COMMUNICATION

HUMAN RESOURCES

Corentin was on an internship for two months in Nantes
at the beginning of the year. He put in place a contest.
We were hoping to strengthen the communication through
travellers testimonies! The result in terms of quantity was
disappointing but the quality was sure there. A traveller
from Nantes won the contest and received a 500€ voucher
she can use on any Tamadi tour.

Sandy Courjal was hired under a CUI (subsidised contrat)
on the 12th of November 2015. From then, she worked as
a team with Véronique. The contract was reconducted for
a year (as an long term contract) on the 12th November of
2016.
2016 Objective : allow Sandy to manage all hubs of the
association (administrative, accounting, human ressources), the offer of new tours, the development of new partnerships, communication, commercialisation, network
members meeting, travellers, companies committees, volunteers, the board, partners (ATES, the MCM, the FAL, the
Ecossolies)... This year of transition went fast. Sandy met
the challenge passionately and with success. She took over
on Veronique at the beginning of February 2017.
On the 5th of december 2016, we hired Jean-Victor Ivain
through a 9 months CUI contract of 20h per week. Jean-Victor is mainly in charge of the commercial development.

Winner price of Tamadi Contest

We took part in several events over the year: Tourism shows
in Nantes and Liège, the “Brunch equitable” (Fair brunch)
in Nantes, the “Folie des Plantes” in Nantes, the “Fête de
la Solidarité” (Solidarity show) in Treffieux, the Companies
Committees Agora in Nantes, the “Ruralades” in Nantes.
We also regularly organised information meetings in Nantes,
Liège and Namur. They still have a lot of success. Thanks
to collaborative animations as well as a richer content, Tamadi team made this meetings more dynamic.
The newsletter “Tam-Tamadi” was regurlarly sent. It allows
us to keep a link with travellers and friends.

We got a subsidy of 10,825€ over 2016 (CUI contract of Sandy and Jean-Victor as well as the remainings of Veronique
contract).

VOLUNTEERS
Civic service volunteer Marjorie Picard ended her mission at
the end of June following the “Alternatives Paysannes” in
Belgium. As well as Camille before her, she keeps on being
involved in Tamadi. Eve Martin joined us in September for a
9 months civic service.
A big thanks to these young volunteers for their involvment,
and their sense of responsibilities.

SUBSIDIES
In 2016 we spent 15,509€ from 25,848€ that the Pays de la
Loire Region affected us as part of the last Frasicod subsidy.
10,339€ remains and we will spent it to organise the coordinators meeting in January 2017.
For the moment it is difficult to finance the network action
ourselves. We do not have a clear view of potential subsidies for the years to come but we stay on watch!
Alpa solidarity fund and
forecasted subsidies in 2016		
Solidarity fund
from 2015
Frasicod 2015
from 2015
FDVA
Association development fund
from 2015
Frasicod 2016

Alpa 2015

20 984 €
475 €

Network Tamadi

3 500 €

Eve - Camille - Marjorie (SC volunteers) and Morgane (volunteer as well)

Training for
volunteers and
administrators
Network Tamadi

1500 €

INCOME

15 509 €

We end the year with an income of 6,985€. Our associative fund is 40,437€ at the end of 2016.
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Distribution of tourism
activity income 2016
without flight and inssurances
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ACCOUNT 2016
Expenses

Charges

Purchases of customers’ products

Achats produits clients

Air transport purchases and taxes

Achats transports aérien + taxes

Purchases of cancellation insurance

Achats Assurance Annulation

Purchases for the customers stays

Achats Séjours client

Insurance repatriation

Assurances Rapatriement

Credit Card charges and International Credit Transfers

Frais CB et Virements internationaux

Services and divers assets

Services et biens divers

ACCOUNT Budget
2016
2017
351 203 327 594
248 015

240 553

87 702

85 063

2 094

2 031

155 398

150 723

1 902

1 844

920

892

33 482

36 452

Running costs of the office of Nantes

Frais de fonctionnement du bureau de Nantes

4 735

4 680

Running costs of the board of directors

Frais fonctionnement Conseil d'Administration et Bureau

1 230

1 932

External services (management - accounting - Web)

Services extérieurs (gestion - compta - web)

6 540

4 460

Events costs / .... / General Assembly

Communication (salons-imprimés-outils com-Réunions)

2 650

4 170

Study of new destination

Etude nouvelle destination

3 770

0

Reinforcement of skills

Réseau/Renforcement compétence (RN Coord. Nantes)

8 826

12 120

Development new products

Développement nouveaux produits

764

2 000

Structuring of the network

Structuration du réseau (AG+commisions)

4 968

7 090

64 548

43 329

Staff

Personnel

Diverse contributions (ATES and Networks)

Cotisations diverses (ATES et Réseaux)

4 119

5 350

Financial charges + Exceptional charges

Charges financières + Exceptionnelles

711

1 225

Depreciations

Amortissements

328

685

Incomes

Recettes

358 187

334 154

Sales

Ventes

320 276

301 232

510

358

218 991

208 628

97 139

89 710

3 636

2 536

0

0

Credit cards Expenses

Frais de carte bancaire

Sales of journeys

Ventes voyages

Sales of air transport and taxes

Ventes transports aérien + taxes

Sales of cancellation insurances

Ventes assurances annulation

Receipts

Recettes Fêtes

Subsidies

Subventions

30 794

26 375

Contributions

Cotisations

6 874

6 148

Financial products

Produits Financiers

243

400

6 985

6 561

Result of the year

Résultat de l'année

Cumulated result

Résultat cumulé

40 565

47 126

Margin on travels (sales - purchases)

Marge sur les ventes

63 509

57 905

Average margin by journey

Marge moyenne par voyage

340

322

Average cost of a tour

Coût moyen d'un circuit

1 171

1 046
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2017... the network is strengthening !
COORDINATORS MEETING

DEVELOPMENT

From the 9th to the 20th of January 2017, the MJVS team
hosted the Tamadi network coordinators in India. Each partner took part in it (Thailand, Madagascar, Turkey, Tunisia,
Tanzania and India) except for the brasilian coordinator
who couldn’t join the group. Sandy and Véronique were
also there.

Through 2016 we developed several partnerships and tours.
For 2017 we mainly focus on communication as well as the
commercial development in order to increase the number
of travellers and spread the renown of Tamadi through
France and Europe (Belgium, Switzerland...).

The objectives of this meeting were to strengthen relations
between members in order to improve the network functioning and facilitate the integration of new partners; to
share field experience to improve each one practices; to
brainstorm together about the future of Tamadi.

«ALTERNATIVES PAYSANNES»
The Alternatives Paysannes commission of Nantes as decided to reconduct the experience in 2017 and suggest a
three days tour from the 21th to the 23th of October to
discover new initiatives and alternatives around Nantes.
The concept has changed a bit as it offers to travellers the
possibility to take part in this tour over the three days or
only for one.
We have no doubt that this enriching and warmful tour will
have a nice success !

«VELO DEPAYSANT» TOURS

Work session in Katni
Maraikala discovery

The teamwork between Tamadi and Accueil Paysan 44 will
continue in 2017 around the development of the “Vélo dépaysant” concept.
The communication has already started yet and two tours
are suggested: one of 5 and one of 7 days.
The first one will take place from the 10th to the 14th of
July. We hope that this bike ramble from Nantes will attract a lot of travellers!

This meeting was a real success. It encouraged the enhancing of the network as well as its values thanks to:
• the definition of an action plan for the 5 coming years,
• the experience and rich skills exchanges between several
coordinators,
• the update and the creation of common tools that are
necessary for the project management.
Orchha visit

BOOKINGS
This year, Tanzania has the largest number of bookings. A good
start for Thailand, more reserved for Brazil and France.
This year we work with a
new company committee:
the CNRS (National Center
for Scientific Research). 22
travellers will go to Tanzania
in November 2017.
Forecasts for 2017 :
number of travellers : 180
Revenue travel sales :
208 628 €. Doubtless fewer
travelers in 2017 with regard to 2016.
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Confirmed bookings updated June
2016

2017

Madagascar

63

27

Turkey

0

0

India

55

12

Tunisia

2

2

Tanzania

49

59

Thailand

19

Brazil

8

Vélo déPaysant

2

Total

169

129
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NETWORK MEMBERS
MATOR (MADAGASCAR)
“In 2017 we want to continue the training session of the
tourism project actors. This is why we settled a training
session for national guides during 10 days in March. 14 persons took part in this training that we divided up into 4
themes:
• A basic training of first aid with the Red Cross
• A biodiversity training, fauna and flora of Madagascar
• An animation techniques and guiding training offered by
the National Institute of Tourism and Hospitality
• Training and exchange around the travel organisation (Intern – MATOR)”.
Mator team

MJVS (INDia)
« For 2017, we wish to :
• Enhance even more the local culture by highlighting handcrafted productions made by women groups.

NPF (THAILAND)
The first tour took place in January 2017. Travellers enjoyed this tour living in the heart of communities. Isabelle,
member of Tamadi was part of the group. The partnership
started well. However NPF still have some issues to find
translators.

VOLUNTEERS
In 2017 we wanted to develop and strengthen volunteers
hubs in France and Belgium.
Therefore we organised a volunteers meeting in Nantes on
the 21th of May. The objectives were to create link between
them but also with the employees as well as define their
mission within the hub. We had a good brainstorming and
two commissions were created : “Travellers information
commission” and “Events and awareness commission”.

• Continue to develop “model” villages in terms of organic
and familial agriculture and in terms of hosting of travellers so that they can train other villages.
• Highlight the involvment of women within projects.
• Organise training sessions to develop actors skills (guides,
translators, farmers, families, hosts, coordinators..).
• Increase the number of villages that will benefit from the
tourism activity. «
MJVS team
Volunteers day - Nantes - 21th May,2017

MVIWATA (TANZANIA)
At the end of September Sandy will go to Tanzania with
one of the network member in order to review the activity
and the new tour. They will also organise a training session
to strengthen actors skills (new local associations, hosting
families, guides and translators), alongside with Mviwata
team.

MST (BRAZIL)
The test tour took place in January 2017. Emile and Pierre
(Co-président and secretary) took part in this travel. A success for this first tour that was full of exchanges!
“We are very satisfied with this first visit of travellers
around our tour “Caminhos do sol”. Families are really
happy to have welcomed travellers from around the world
within their homes. They really enjoyed sharing their day
to day life. It also contributed to strengthen social cohesion
within the assentamentos. ”
LM team

A big thanks to them for their involvment and their motivation towards theses projects.
A similar meeting is to be organised in Belgium in September, driven by Chantal, responsible for the Wallonia hub.

COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE NETWORK
Pierre (secretary) and Eve worked on the settlement of a
collaborative platform “Agora” that will allow members of
the network to commmunicate more easily, exchange documents and share information and news.
The content of this Agora has been defined by partners during the January meeting in India.
A training for partners concerning this new tool is on the
program after the General Assembly so that each one can
learn how to use it.
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EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
A communication plan has been defined in 2017 to develop
the renown of Tamadi therefore to increase le number of
travellers.

However we still target an autonomous financing. Therefore we need to strongly increase the number of travellers.
Alpa solidarity fund and forecasted subsidies in 2017
Solidarity Fund
from 2016
Frasicod Report
from 2016
FDVA (Fund for
associative development)

We mainly focus on :
• communication through the website (Tamadi, ATES) and
social networks
• communication towards international solidarity and fair
and social economy networks, countries collectives, farmers networks, sports networks (bicycle, hiking..)

Alpa

475 €

Network (coordinators training)
Youth committee
training

10 339 €
1 000 €

• taking part in events and the development of information
meetings across other regions.

HUMAN RESSOURCES

YOUNG TRAVELS

We wanted to thank her for this beautiful heritage that she
left us and for the amazing energy and involvment that she
put into the association. Today we benefit from a wonderful work tool with strong basis that will allow us to move
forward and sure face good development perspectives. She
has managed to unite a large number of actors (travellers,
volunteers, members, local and international partners, internS, civic service volunteers..) around the project with
strong human values. We are very happy that Véronique
stays around and involved within Tamadi. Once again, a big
thanks to you !

Two offers of young tours in India and Tanzania have been
created in partnership with the FAL (Teaching League) for
the summer 2018.
These tours will figure in their national catalogue in September.
A group of 11 young people from a social center of Lyon
region went to the south-west of Madagascar for a 10-days
stay within villages. During this travel, french and malagasy
young exchanged and shared their realities and day to day
life. They realised a film of around 20 minutes that we will
shortly be able to watch.

Véronique left the permanent team at the beginning of February to fly towards others adventures.

Jean-Victor is on a CUI contrat until the 5th of september
2017.
From november 2017 the subsidised contrat of Sandy will
end.
We will benefit from a fund of 13,065 € for both of these
contracts.
Eve will end her volunteering at the end of June and will go
towards new horizons. An other volunteer should join the
team in October 2017.

INCOMES 2017
Youth group in Tanzania

SUBSIDies
We regularly look for several calls for proposal.
For the network to run, an external financing is still needed. Therefore we consider to make a request to Nantes
Metropole concerning the APDIS measures (Solidarity International Development) in September 2017 and maybe
also to ask the region for the measures that replace the
Frasicod.

Sales are less numerous in 2017 compared to 2016.
We now offer 8 destinations instead of 5 and it will take
a bit of a time to the 3 new tours (Thailand, Brazil and
France) to develop.
As we definitly optimists we still hope to count 180 travellers which will generate a “travel” revenue of 208,628€. It
will allow us to get a 3,986€ profit.

If necessary we could also suggest a proposal to the department concerning the “Solidarity without frontiers” measures, in March 2018.
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TAMADI BOARD ELECTED IN 2016
Co-Président

HENROTTE

Emile

Farmer

Belge

Co-présidente

LEDEAN

Camille

Project director

Française

Secrétaire

MOLINIE

Pierre

IT

Française

Trésorier

DAVE

Benoît

Coordinator

Belge

PATEL

Nirbhay Singh

Social worker

Indienne

GURCIHAN

Kutlay

Graphic designer

Turque

RAVEROMAMPIONONA Solomon Zanarivony

Coordinator

Malgache

ZAMMOURI

Abbes

Farmer

Tunisienne

KINGU

Mercy

Finacial and administrative responsible

Tanzanienne

CAMPAGNE

Isabelle

Officer OPH

Française

LE BOT

Soazig

Famer

Française
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